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Dad, I’m Really  
sorry I ate the 

Fireplace, but I 
have anxiety 

about the 
Chinese Stock 

Market 



Last	Years	Opening	Slide	



•Nothing Good! 
•Chinese Stock Market Crashing 
•Fed’s recently released inflation Model calls for 1.4% Inflation 
•GDP is likely to be revised DOWN to <1% 
•S&P Aggregate Companies showing declining earnings and are negative 
•Smoke and Mirrors being used to prop up stock prices 
•Oil $35 per Barrel (heading to $20 in my opinion) 
•Fractors beginning to default on their high interest bonds 
•Junk Bond Market melting down 
•US Treasury Yields are the highest (no risk) yields in the World 
•Corp Debt is 140% higher than it was during the Great Recession 
•Rents are sky rocketing forcing Milennial’s to buy homes

What Has Changed?









































•GDP, Retail Sales, Inflation and employment all dip 
•The dollar soars putting more pressure on Exports and GDP 
•Corporate and International Debt higher than in 2008 (pre crash) 
•US Bonds are held by safe hands 
•Chinese debacle takes the air out of US home prices, bringing back 

affordability and causing sellers to let go of greed and sell. 
•FED is forced to say oop’s and pull back rates 
•Junk Bonds crash much worse, force by Fractors defaulting 
•10 Year hits record lows and truly becomes the only safe haven in the  world 
•Possible spike in rates when Junk Bonds first crash 
•10 year yields continue their 26 year ride down the chann

In Summary



Mo"vate	those	we	touch	
Adopt	and	Adapt	
Grow	20%	
Infec"ous	enthusiasm	
Control	our	own	des"ny



Motivate those we touch- we all have to power to lift one another up.  

Adopt and Adapt- We cannot control changes in the economy, or the industry.  We 
know that winners adapt quickly and we waste no time on what we cannot control! 

Grow 20%-  There is no neutral.  We grow or we shrink and we choose growth 
everyday! 

Infectious Enthusiasm- We know that our attitude is infectious to all those around us 
and we chose to infect them with enthusiasm. 

Control our own destiny- We will not let the market define us.  We know we can win 
in any scenario by staying positive and resourceful.  
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